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The research was conducted in the period from March to June 2019 to address the prevalence of misconceptions among primary school students regarding the acids and bases concepts and to design appropriate interventions. The sample consisted of 470, 8th and 9th grade students from seven schools in Macedonia, divided into two groups: a control group (CG) and an experimental one (EG). The students’ conceptual knowledge was examined, on the basis of which the students were divided into 4 groups: satisfactory conceptual understanding, roughly adequate performance, inadequate performance, and quite inadequate performance. Both quantitative and qualitative methods were included to conduct more comprehensive research and obtain more relevant results. The analysis of the pre- and post-tests showed significantly better results in the experimental group indicating the efficiency and applicability of the teaching intervention. Several misconceptions were detected among the students, but they were reduced or eliminated after the applied intervention.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The idea for this research originates from the previous experience of the authors as chemistry teachers (at university and in primary school) in the realization and monitoring of the chemistry teaching in the 8th and 9th grades. Namely, during the realization of the lessons, as well as the as-
essment of students’ knowledge, it was noticed that the students acquire (or have already acquired) erroneous notions (wrong ideas about chemistry concepts, well known as misconceptions). Oftentimes, these misconceptions are so deep-rooted that even the every-day indication and the attempt to change these ideas is rarely effective. The problem of efficient acquisition of knowledge and elimination of misconceptions is becoming more and more relevant, and the experiment in teaching chemistry, as an essential part of teaching methods, can not only greatly contribute to easier acquisition of knowledge, but also to the elimination of misconceptions.

In the literature one can find several names that refer to the erroneous notions. Thus, the terms misconceptions or preconceptions are used, but, according to some authors [1], the term alternative conceptions is the most appropriate. The term misconception is defined as an idea, opinion or perception that is wrong because it is based on a misunderstanding of a particular situation [2]. No matter what the misconceptions are called, there are many reasons to identify and study them. Understanding scientific concepts is important, but equally important is the level of understanding and identification of students’ misconceptions [3]. Identifying key misconceptions can also help in curricula development.

Misconceptions in chemistry can stem from prior knowledge, everyday or specific scientific terminology, or from the statements presented in textbooks and other teaching materials [4]. Misconceptions stemming from the teaching process are known as “school-made” misconceptions [5]. Some of the reasons for the appearance of misconceptions can be located in the problems with the specific terminology, especially in the introduction of the concepts of substances, the particles from which they consist, and the chemical symbols and formulae used to represent them. Some authors [6, 7] argue that the definitions for most fundamental concepts are problematic, noting that many basic chemical concepts are difficult to learn because of insufficiently precise definitions or such that refer to ideas that beginners (in our case, primary school students) are not familiar with and must accept them "by heart" [4]. An example of a misconception that is deeply ingrained in the minds of students and was of interest to this research is that acid is something that "eats" material or can burn us.

Misconceptions can prevent students from understanding the concept, especially basic concepts such as those about acids and bases. According to Artdej et al. [8] the theory of acids and bases is a difficult concept not only for primary and secondary school students, but also for undergraduate students. To overcome this, the misconceptions must first be identified. However, in the process of identifying misconceptions, it is difficult to distinguish between students who have misconceptions, those who only guess the answer because they do not understand the concept (lack of knowledge), and those who really understand the concept well [9]. The analysis of misconceptions is intended to locate misconceptions and to find out the difficulties in students’ learning [10].

In recent decades, research on the topic of misconceptions in chemistry teaching has acquired great relevance. Much research has been done to predict potential misconceptions regarding acids and bases [8, 11–16], as they are most common during teaching and are likely to lead to students’ comprehension problems if not eliminated in the early stages of the study of chemistry. In their research Artdej et al. [8] discovered that students exhibited the most misconceptions regarding the acid-base theory. Shepard [13] interviewed 16 high school students about their understanding of titrations and related acid base phenomena using microcomputer-based labs and questioned their understanding by the ability to explain phenomena and use drawings to support their reasoning. Based on his findings, he points out that students have poor understanding of pH and acid-base concepts, and that this should be an indication for the teachers, textbook authors, and curricula developers. Cooper et al. [17] developed an assessment protocol to capture the students’ reason about acid-base reactions which was based on open-ended questions. They advise instructors about the structure of the prompts used to elicit students thinking in a way not only to ask them for an explanation, but also to provide students with some structure about what is expected in their response.

Teachers usually guide students to use their ideas and come to conclusions. This makes scientific concepts easier to understand. Students are expected to revise their misconceptions so they can accept and use the scientific concept to solve problems [10]. For this to be possible, a conceptual change is needed [18]. The positive effect of a conceptual change instruction in improving students’ understanding has been confirmed in many studies dealing with misconceptions [3, 19–22], even in the online setting [23]. Additionally, such instructions are even more effective if they are connected to real world issues, in that way improving students’ attitudes towards learning science and increasing their motivation [24].
According to Posner et al. [25] learning is the result of the interaction between what the student is taught and his/her current ideas or concepts. Authors compare learning to a kind of inquiry, seeing the learning process as a process of conceptual change where the student must make judgments based on the evidence. In certain cases, students use their previously formed concepts to grasp the phenomena (assimilation), while oftentimes these concepts are insufficient for solid scientific understanding. In the latter case, a more radical form of conceptual change is needed (accommodation). The authors further list four conditions that must be met in order for accommodation to occur: 1) there must be dissatisfaction with existing conceptions, 2) a new conception must be intelligible, 3) a new conception must appear initially plausible, and 4) a new concept should suggest the possibility of a fruitful research program.

Vosniadou et al. [26] critiqued the classical approach to conceptual change and reasoned that students should first become aware of their existing conceptual structures and beliefs, and then slowly change them with scientifically accepted ones. This is hard work because students already have well established explanations which function quite well for them and fit into their mental network. To motivate students to re-examine their views the teaching instruction should provide such a learning environment in which students will have the opportunity to independently experience the phenomenon and truly understand the concept, not only in the form of enrichment of previous knowledge, but also recognition of previous experiences and acquired knowledge of students and creation of new representations, which further leads to the creation of lasting knowledge.

Duit and Treagust [21, 27] argue that the term conceptual change is often misunderstood and seen as replacing previous concepts with new, scientific ones. These authors elaborate that students’ pre-instructional conceptual structures should be fundamentally restructured allowing them to gain new knowledge and grasp scientific concepts. In addition to cognition, affective factors are also important for engagement in educational learning activities, such as motivation, interest, self-efficacy, and students’ beliefs [28].

One of the reasons that chemistry is difficult to learn is that it has multiple levels of thinking, i.e. the presentation of concepts. Many misconceptions occur due to improper application of the three levels of thinking in chemistry or due to neglecting the microscopic level from the explanations [29–32]. While including three levels of representation in chemistry teaching can reduce the development of new misconceptions and correct already existing ones, it can still happen that such submicroscopic representations are a source of misconceptions [33].

Namely, knowledge in chemistry is acquired on three levels [34]: 1) macroscopic – what can be seen, touched, or smelled, 2) microscopic – atoms, ions, molecules, and chemical structures, and 3) symbolic – symbols, formulae, equations, and graphs. None of these levels of thinking are superior, but they build on each other. The triple nature of chemical concepts in primary education is first mentioned in the 8th grade chemistry textbook [35]. Namely, as an explanation for the representation given in the textbook (Fig. 1), it is stated that all three representations "describe the water", but in a different way. The glass of water represents what we can see, touch, hear, smell or taste. The representation ‘a’ shows the way we imagine the particles from which substances are made, and the representation ‘c’ represents the symbolic level.”

Still, in explaining the representation ‘a’, microscopic level, an insufficiently precise explanation is given due to generalization rather than talking specifically about the water molecule (“representation ‘a’ shows the way we imagine the particles from which substances are made”).

Distinguishing between macroscopic and microscopic views is very important [36], as is the gradual introduction of chemical concepts, starting with macroscopic observation and then moving on to microscopic explanations. This is in line with the constructivist approach [7, 37], according to which the learning process must take place in small steps. With the gradual introduction of the three levels of thinking, many misconceptions can be avoided. Thus, for example, the study of a concept, if appropriate to the content, may begin with an experiment. Students will notice the changes and they will be explained on a macroscopic level. Then, by discussing the par-

Fig. 1. Three representations of water: molecular model (a), glass of water (b) and chemical formula (c)
articles that interact with each other, drawings, diagrams, and molecular models can be used to explain the microscopic level, and then move on to the symbolic level, using chemical symbols and chemical formulae.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Instructional content

Primary school chemistry is taught according to the chemistry curricula developed by the Cambridge International Examinations and adapted by the Bureau of the Development of Education [38] and was the first implemented in the 2016/2017 academic year. The curriculum contains elements of scientific research, which includes reviewing ideas, evaluating evidence, planning research work, and observing and analyzing data. Scientific research enables the development of self-confidence and interest in science. However, the conducted teacher trainings were not enough. Moreover, the schools need to have chemistry laboratories and available resources (laboratory equipment and chemicals, as well as additional literature for teachers and students) as the experiment plays a key role in scientific research.

In this research, in the 8th grade the concepts of the Use of acids and bases teaching content were covered, while in the 9th grade the Obtaining salts from hydroxides teaching content was realized. During the lesson, in the experimental group the definitions of bases and acids, the products of the neutralization reaction, the particle theory of matter, the pH value of different solutions, and the application of indicators were discussed. Based on the chemistry curricula for the 8th and 9th grades, students should know that acids and bases neutralize each other, forming salt and water, in a process called neutralization. In practice, this type of reaction can be performed by titration using an indicator that changes color when the base and acid are in stoichiometric ratio.

2.2. Methodology

2.2.1. Objectives of the study

The purpose of the research was to gain insight into the knowledge and address the possible misconceptions that students have in relation to some chemical concepts. The research referred to the identification of misconceptions about acids and bases, as well as other chemistry concepts that are necessarily related to the topic, such as physical and chemical changes, indicators, the structure of substances, their solubility, etc.

This research, in addition to identifying misconceptions, was also aimed at developing appropriate guidelines (instructions) as part of the lessons. Within the framework of such instructions, several well-known experiments were applied, enabling active involvement of students in the experimentation. The purpose of these instructions was to improve students’ progress as a result of conceptual change and reduce the number of misconceptions.

The following research questions were investigated:

1. Does the implemented intervention contribute to the improvement of students’ knowledge and achievements?
2. Is there a trend in the perceptions of the 8th and 9th grade students?
3. Are there (if yes, which) misconceptions about the acids and bases concepts among students?

2.2.2. Design

The research consisted of two parts: quantitative (distribution of test according to pre-test-post-test design) and qualitative (realization of individual interviews with students). This paper presents only the quantitative results, and more comprehensive observations are expected after the analysis of the qualitative data (interview transcripts).

The teaching was carried out on a scheduled basis in different CG and EG classes. The intervention was applied during the lessons in EG to help in better understanding the concepts, in correcting the misconceptions that were observed in the students, and in encouraging active learning, which would increase the interest and motivation of the students as well as their involvement in the teaching process. It included in-depth explanations, the use of molecular models, experiments and discussion, and was supplemented by interviewing some of the students. We believed that models could be of great use in visualizing the particles of substances and would help explain the definition of acids and bases. Additionally, classroom discussion based on problem solving could make students aware of their misconceptions, which further leads to acquiring new, scientifically accepted, knowledge.

The teaching in both CG and EG was carried out according to the national curricula and was a combination of development and review lessons.
We were interested in achieving several learning objectives defined in the curricula: distinguish between acidic, basic, and neutral solutions using indicators and pH scale, make predictions using scientific knowledge and understanding, test predictions using evidence and understand neutralization and some of its applications. These learning objectives are upgraded in the 9th grade such that students should have a more detailed knowledge of the different ways of obtaining salts and the nomenclature of inorganic compounds. However, the focus was on the common learning objectives for the 8th and 9th grades.

Furthermore, some of the learning objectives relate to experimental work (e.g., correct use of different equipment, use of different materials and equipment and use precautions, make observations and measurements) and require independent investigation within regular classes. What is important to note is that not all schools in the country are equally equipped with laboratory equipment and chemicals, so, in general, the level of experimental teaching is different. Still, most of the schools involved in this research had some equipment and the teachers performed experiments in class. In addition, the activities proposed in the curricula are optional, i.e. the teacher decides which activities to use to achieve the learning objectives. Some of the proposed activities include dilution of acids, dissolution of bases, pH test and discussion of acidic or basic solutions, preparation of own indicators and their testing in different solutions, discussion of the neutralization reaction and the resulting products, performing a titration, and the recording and analysis of results.

In the experimental group, guided by the activities in the curricula, solutions of acids and bases with different concentrations were offered for testing, as well as solutions of different salts. Given that one of the most deep-rooted misconceptions is that a neutralization reaction produces a neutral solution so that all salts are neutral [3, 39], the idea was for students, through their own investigation, to convince themselves that solutions of different salts are not always neutral. This is certainly not a new discovery in a scientific sense, but it is a significant discovery for students. They get the opportunity to experience cognitive conflict and face their misconceptions, and thus have the best chance of eliminating or correcting them. Similarly, the study of Ural and Gençoğlan [40] was aimed to provide hands-on laboratory experiments among the 8th grades to investigate the effect of argumentation-based science teaching approach about acids and bases. Experiential learning is valuable for students as they learn more effectively when doing rather than listening. They need meaningful experiences (for example, hands-on experiments) to address their (erroneous) beliefs which further influence interpretation of scientific information and the need of revision of certain misconceptions [26].

The emergence of misconceptions can be amplified by making generalizations. For example, the 8th grade chemistry curriculum, as an explanation of the NaOH and HCl neutralization product, states "sodium chloride, salt (neutral)". If no other examples and in-depth explanations follow, and discussions and experimental work are offered, the misconception that all salts are neutral in solution may arise. Our assumption is that this was done because of the age of the students, but it is known that what is learned first is forgotten last. If the initial concepts in the study of a subject are set on the wrong basis, it is very likely that misconceptions will occur in further education. Therefore, the purpose of the proposed instruction was to create cognitive conflict in students and to create a learning environment to foster meaningful learning in the hope that this would lead to a reduction in the prevalence of misconceptions.

The experiments (Fig. 2) planned and realized during the research were:

- diluting concentrated sulfuric acid in different ratios, estimating and determining the pH of the obtained solutions with a universal indicator,
- dissolving granules of sodium hydroxide, estimating and determining the pH of the resulting solution with a universal indicator,
- performing a neutralization reaction between standardized solutions of sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid in the presence of a methyl orange indicator, and
- dissolving NaCl, NH₄Cl, K₂CO₃ and NaHCO₃ in water, estimating and determining the pH of the obtained solutions with a universal indicator.

In addition to conducting experiments, during the lessons physical and chemical changes, particles from which substances are made, acidity of solutions, color change of indicators when added to acids, bases and salt solutions, and other related topics were discussed.
This research was divided into several phases:

1) distribution of a pre-test,
2) analysis of the pre-test data with the SPSS Statistics 26 software package,
3) identifying the misconceptions and the students who have those misconceptions,
4) implementation of the intervention,
5) distribution of a post-test,
6) analysis of the post-test data with the SPSS Statistics 26 software package,
7) conducting individual interviews, and
8) preparing transcripts and analyzing interviews.

The research started with the analysis of the students’ grades to gain insight into their achievements in chemistry. Then, in agreement with the subject teacher and according to the previously mentioned phases of research, precisely determined teaching contents were delivered.

2.2.3. Research sample

In order to examine the presence and prevalence of misconceptions regarding certain concepts related to acids, bases, and indicators, research was conducted in seven primary schools in the Republic of Macedonia in the period from March to June 2019. The research sample comprised 470 students (13–14 years old), 236 from the 8th and 234 from the 9th grade, which is quite enough for further analysis [41].

Students were divided into two groups: control group (CG), in which the lessons were designed by the subject teacher according to the directions in the curriculum, and experimental group (EG), in which specially designed instructions were applied, including experiments related to the teaching content.

2.2.4. Research instruments

The evaluation was done using mixed-methods approach, i.e., a combination of qualitative and quantitative data. The usage of more data
collection techniques (triangulation) leads to an increase in the validity of the results. Namely, data were collected using two types of instruments: tests and individual interviews with students.

The pre-test–post-test design was used to gain insight into the students’ knowledge of the topic and to address the possible misconceptions. The testing was conducted before and after delivering the instructional contents, and the test (Supplementary material) consisted of 11 questions. Ten questions were multiple choice questions, with four options offered, only one of which was correct. Some of the misconceptions known in the literature [1, 42, 43] were inserted as distractors. The eleventh question was a short answer question and the students had to write a chemical equation of a neutralization reaction. The test questions were suitable for both 8th and 9th grade students and were examined by eminent educators in the field of chemistry and chemistry education who ensured the instrument’s face and content validity. Namely, as part of the development process, a team of three experts (one university chemistry professor, one primary school chemistry teacher, and one advisor for chemistry teaching, selected according to the criteria of being recognized in the field) were consulted to examine the questions and to give their professional judgement whether the instrument fairly and adequately covered the concepts and objectives being tested.

Hence, when the first version of the questionnaire was sent to them, they were asked for their opinion on the relevance, clarity, accuracy, readability, and wording of the items, as well as on the format of the test. They also had to assess whether the level of test was appropriate (neither too easy nor too difficult, neither too short nor too long). They were instructed to make any modifications and comments in case of ambiguous, vague, or leading questions, and to offer suggestions for more precise wording of the questions. Experts were also asked to check the correctness of attractors and falsity and plausibility of distractors of each multiple-choice question. After the first review, the experts proposed certain changes and after these changes were inserted into the test, it was sent to them for further review until a consensus on the adequacy of test questions was reached.

At the end of this section, we will report the suggestions of the experts. Most of the remarks referred to clarifying the questions and modifying or replacing some of the distractors. For example, the option acids can burn you was considered ambiguous because it does not apply in general, but is true for some acids, while for others it is false, thus it was replaced with acids form a red colour in water. The second statement of the sixth question was reformulated so that the words weakly basic or weakly acidic were replaced with neutral, basic or acidic. Some changes in the terminology (hydrogen chloride instead of hydrochloric acid) and more specific phrasing (HCl instead of acids in the second question and NaOH instead of hydroxides in the third question) were made. Experts thought that some distractors lacked plausibility, so modifications were suggested (blue instead of green in the fifth question and molecular model instead of cation in the second and third questions). Having all this in mind, we can say that the feedback from the experts was of great importance for increasing the overall quality of the test.

2.2.5. Data analysis

Each correct answer was scored one point, so that the maximum score was 11. The data were subjected to descriptive statistical analysis and statistical testing. Special attention was paid to incorrect answers (distractors) that were represented by more than 20 %, which is an indicator of the presence of misconception [44]. Furthermore, a criterion for determining the mastery of the tested concept is known in the literature. Namely, according to Gilbert [45] there are four areas of conceptual understanding:

1) satisfactory conceptual understanding (SCU) if the correct answer is given by 75 % of the students or more,
2) roughly adequate performance (RAP) if this percentage is in a range 50–74 %,
3) inadequate performance (IP) for percentage range 25–49 %, and
4) quite inadequate performance (QIP) if obtained frequency is less than 25 %

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The initial analysis of the results obtained after the scoring of the tests indicates that, in general, the students from the 9th grade showed better results in the tests compared to the results achieved by the students from the 8th grade. The level of conceptual understanding, according to the percentage of correct answers given by the 8th and 9th grade students from the control and experimental group to the first ten questions of the test, is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The eleventh question, due to its character (open-ended question), was considered separately.
The 8th grade students pre-test results in the control group showed SCU of students for only one question, RAP for three questions, and IP for four questions. The area covered by QIP was represented regarding two items. On the post-test, the following results were obtained: for five questions the students showed RAP, for three questions IP, and for two questions QIP. The area covered by SCU was not represented.

SCU was not present in the students from the experimental group on the pre-test. These students indicated RAP for six questions, IP for three questions, and QIP for only one question. On the post-test, these students showed SCU for three questions, RAP for six questions, and IP for one question. The area covered by QIP was not represented.

The results summarized in Figure 4 refer to the achievements of the 9th grade students from the control and experimental group. In the pre-test, the students from the control group showed SCU for one question, RAP for three questions, and IP for five questions. The area covered by QIP was represented for only one item. On the post-test, however, it was noted that students showed SCU for one question, RAP for five questions, IP and QIP for two questions.
SCU students were not present in the experimental group of the pre-test, for five questions the students showed RAP, and for four questions they showed IP. The area covered by QIP is represented in one item. On the post-test, the students from the experimental group showed the following results: for five questions they showed SCU, RAP for three questions, and IP for two questions. The area covered by QIP was not represented.

Regarding the first research question “Does the implemented intervention contribute to the improvement of students’ knowledge and achievements?”, it was necessary to compare the achievements of students in CG and EG on the post-test and, based on statistical analysis, to draw a conclusion of the effectiveness of the intervention.

The normality test for samples larger than 50 participants designed by D’Agostino [46] was run as a prerequisite for performing the t-test. Results summarized in Table 1 show that p-value is higher than 0.05 for all data sets indicating normally distributed data, except for the 9th grade CG students pre-test results and for the 9th grade EG students post-test results. In addition, visual inspection of normal Q-Q plots showed that test scores were approximately normally distributed for both above-mentioned groups (data cluster around the trend line). Moreover, when analyzing a series of experiments, it is important to analyze data the same way. Having all this in mind, further analysis involved a t-test to compare pre- and post-test results.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D’Agostino normality test analysis results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the 8th grade students’ pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the 8th grade students’ post-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the 9th grade students’ pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the 9th grade students’ post-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Standard error

First, we checked whether there was an improvement in their achievements in general, i.e., we tested the hypothesis (at a significance level of 0.05):

\[ H_0: \text{There is no significant difference between the pre-test and the post-test results.} \]

Comparison of the means of the pre- and post-test results indicates progress in the cognitive achievements of students in both 8th and 9th grades. The results of the paired-samples t-test are summarized in Table 2, from which it can be concluded that students (from each grade, but also from the whole sample) showed significantly higher results of the post-test compared to those of the pre-test.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired-samples t-test analysis results when comparing the results of pre- and post-tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* N, \( \bar{x} \) and s denote number of students, mean and standard deviation of the sample, respectively
** p < 0.0001
To determine if there is a significant difference in the results between the CG and EG students on the pre- and post-test, respectively, an independent-samples t-test was performed. The null hypotheses, for the sample of the 8th grade students, were formulated as:

H₀: There is no significant difference between the results of the 8th grade students from CG and EG on the pre-test.

and

H₀: There is no significant difference between the results of the 8th grade students from CG and EG on the post-test.

and the results are summarized in Table 3.

The same was done for the 9th grade students. The results from testing the hypotheses:

H₀: There is no significant difference between the results of the 9th grade students from CG and EG on the pre-test.

and

H₀: There is no significant difference between the results of the 9th grade students from CG and EG on the post-test.

are given in Table 4.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8th grade</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>μ</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>5.246</td>
<td>2.063</td>
<td>1.7876</td>
<td>0.0751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>4.784</td>
<td>1.903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>6.797</td>
<td>2.086</td>
<td>7.4208</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>4.826</td>
<td>1.992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9th grade</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>μ</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>5.045</td>
<td>2.267</td>
<td>0.6265</td>
<td>0.5316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.240</td>
<td>2.476</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>7.698</td>
<td>2.040</td>
<td>7.7559</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.490</td>
<td>2.298</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis showed that there are no significant differences between the CG and EG students responses in the pre-test at a significance level of 0.05 (null hypotheses, in relation to the pre-test, are accepted). This was observed in both the 8th grade sample (p = 0.0751) and the 9th grade sample (p = 0.5316). Hence, it can be concluded that the two groups (CG and EG) in both grades were identical in terms of their achievements at the beginning of the research.

When comparing the CG and EG students’ achievements on the post-test, it was noticed that the EG students showed significantly higher results than the CG students. This trend was present in both the 8th and 9th grade (p < 0.0001). Based on this, the null hypotheses regarding the post-test are rejected. The significantly better results of the EG students on the post-test indicate the fact that the intervention had a positive effect on the learning process and is more effective than the usual way of teaching. We can say that one of the main reasons for the success of such interventions is the confrontation of students with their previously acquired misconceptions and providing the opportunity to form the right conclusions that are scientifically correct. This finding has been confirmed in several previous studies [39, 47].

Regarding the second research question: "Is there a trend in the perceptions of 8th and 9th grade students?", it can be seen that t values increase from the 8th grade sample to the 9th grade one (Table 2).

The third research question was: "Are there (if yes, which) misconceptions about the acids and bases concepts among students?". Students’ re-
sponses to pre-test were used as a basis for assessing the degree of conceptual understanding and the misconceptions present. These responses were compared with post-test results. Eight misconceptions from the first ten questions were observed on the pre-test in CG students and six in EG students. The eleventh question, due to its character (open-ended question), was considered separately. The number of misconceptions was reduced in the post-test (six in the control and three in the experimental group), as well as their percentage. However, there were some deep-rooted misconceptions that remained practically unchanged after delivering the lessons in CG and EG. It can be seen from Table 5 that most of the misconceptions remain on the post-test in the CG students (M1, M2, M3, M4.1, M4.2, and M6.2), while in the EG students there is a more noticeable decrease in the number of misconceptions (only misconceptions M1, M3, M4.1 appeared on the post-test).

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item number</th>
<th>Misconception</th>
<th>Percentage of misconceptions (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CG pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CG post-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EG pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EG post-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M1: HCl may represent hydrogen chloride formula unit.</td>
<td>31.48 (8th – 30.77, 9th – 32.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M2: NaOH may represent sodium hydroxide molecule.</td>
<td>33.80 (8th – 32.48, 9th – 35.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M3: Acid-base indicator is a substance that is red in acidic and blue in basic solution.</td>
<td>40.28 (8th – 40.17, 9th – 40.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M4.1: At complete neutralization of any acid and any base, the medium is always neutral.</td>
<td>38.89 (8th – 32.48, 9th – 46.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>M4.2: At complete neutralization of any acid and any base, the medium is always neutral.</td>
<td>31.02 (8th – 35.90, 9th – 25.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M5: The acid is neutralized with a base using titration, so that the acid and the corresponding indicator are put in the Erlenmeyer flask first. Then, drop by drop, the base is added from the burette. What happens to the pH after the base has been added to the Erlenmeyer flask? Whether the pH will increase or decrease depends on which acid and which base are used.</td>
<td>20.37 (8th – 15.38, 9th – 26.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The medium of aqueous solutions prepared from the following salts: NaCl, NH₄Cl, K₂CO₃ and NaHCO₃ will be:</td>
<td>24.07 (8th – 23.93, 9th – 24.24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some of the misconceptions found in our study have also been documented in previous studies. The first two misconceptions (Table 5) indicate students’ misinterpretations with three levels of thinking i.e., the misconceptions due to the connection of these levels. In previous studies [48] misconceptions concerning the building particles in ionic substances were investigated and during the interviews, the students’ belief that entities in ionic substances resemble covalent ones was revealed (e.g., “When it is not dissolved, molecules are present. In an aqueous solution ions are formed”). According to Kelly et al. [30] students tend to fit their submicroscopic-level ideas to the equations, and when introduced to molecular equations, often times they conclude that the formulae represent molecules. Their study shows that students do not realize that some compounds are initially composed of ions.

Experimental activities, such as color change of an indicator in acidic or basic solution are useful and fun for students, but they only cover the macroscopic level of thinking. Unless accompanied by further explanations involving the microscopic and symbolic levels, they can lead to poor understanding of the concepts. An interesting activity was designed by Putti [49] to study the difference between strong and weak acids on a particular level.

Furthermore, misconceptions about neutralization and neutral solutions, addressed in several questions in our instrument, are confirmed by many authors as well [3, 14, 15, 39, 50]. Thus, Demircioglu [39] found that the opinion that neutralization always results in a neutral solution is quite common among students, probably due to the fact that the term neutral has different meanings in the scientific literature and in everyday application [50, 51]. Drechsler and Schmidt [52] offered an explanation of the statement that the reaction between equivalent amounts of an acid and a base should always result in a neutral solution, claiming that it is not always true and giving the reaction between acetic acid and sodium hydroxide as an example, in which a basic (not neutral) solution is obtained. They derive this reasoning (specified in the statement above) from the analysis of textbooks in which through equations it is suggested that acids and bases consume each other. Other studies [14, 15] have shown students’ views that mixing any kind of acids and bases (irrespective of their nature and quantities) would give a neutral solution. Such views were observed among adults as well [53]. Cokelez [15] even suggests that the term neutralization should be avoided in the teaching process.

4. CONCLUSION

The purpose of the research was to gain insight into the students’ knowledge and address any possible misconceptions that they might have about the acids and bases concepts, but also about other concepts that are closely related to them (particle theory of matter, solubility, neutralization). In the experimental group, in contrast to the control group, a different approach to teaching was applied. Moreover, the intervention in EG involved both experimental work and a discussion section, which enabled the activation of a higher order thinking skills. The intervention was in correlation to the current curricula, in order to improve students’ understanding of the acids and bases concepts and to eliminate (or reduce) misconceptions.

Based on the achievements of the students from CG and EG on the post-test, it can be noticed that the EG students showed significantly higher results than the CG students. This applies to both 8th and 9th grade students \( (p < 0.0001) \). The significantly better results of the EG students on the post-test indicate that the intervention had a positive effect on the learning process and is more effective than the usual way of teaching.

The results obtained from the tests indicate that certain concepts were not completely clear. Several misconceptions about this topic were identified among students. Some misconceptions were less prevalent in the post-test, but there were also entrenched misconceptions that remained after the intervention. Such findings are in agreement with the previous research in this field [11, 20, 26, 54] which states that some misconceptions are resistant to change although the intervention was applied. Of course, one cannot expect the misconceptions to disappear completely after one intervention. Therefore, it is important to consider the knowledge gained from such studies as good teaching practices that will be widespread and applied by in-service teachers, but it is recommended that they have a place in the teacher education programs [55, 56] as it is likely that pre-service teachers also hold some misconceptions [57–59] which can be transmitted to their students [54]. Due to the fact that some misconceptions stem from pedagogical practices, awareness and carefully constructed instruction are needed to prevent such misconceptions, so teachers will be better equipped to recognize them [60]. They should be able to diagnose errors in stu-
dent thinking, address misconceptions and apply suitable strategies and teaching methods to correct them.

As mentioned, it is not excluded that such misconceptions are present not only among students, but also among teachers and researchers themselves, in textbooks or curricula. It is very important to carefully write the curricula and textbooks, but teachers must also be careful when implementing the curriculum. Of course, the age of the students plays a big role in deciding what and at what level to study, but generating misconceptions in the initial period of studying chemistry must not be allowed because what will be learned first is forgotten last. Therefore, it is necessary to pay great attention when defining key terms and concepts in chemistry. On the other hand, persuasive experiments can greatly contribute to a correct understanding of concepts.
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